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Abstract 
For stochastic differential equations (SDEs) of the form dX(t) = h(X)(t))dt + ci(X(r))dW’(rl 
where h and 0 are Lipschitz continuous, it is shown that if we consider a fixed o E C’, bounded 
and with bounded derivatives, the random field of solutions is pathwise locally Lipschitz 
continuous with respect to b when the space of drift coefficients is the set of Lipschitc 
continuous functions of sublinear growth endowed with the sup-norm. Furthermore, it is 
shown that this result does not hold if we interchange the role of h and cr. However for SDEs 
where the coefficient vector fields commute suitably we show continuity with respect to the 
sup-norm on the coefficients and a number of their derivatives. 
Ke~vrvot-ds: Stochastic differential equations; Random field of solutions; Pathwisc continuity 
wrl Coefficients; p-step nilpotent Lie algebras; Shuffle product 
I. Introduction 
Let (0.3, (.F,], P) be a filtered probability space, satisfying the usual conditions 
(ie ,Ft is right continuous and complete), with an r-dimensional (.F,“,-Wiener pro- 
cesses. 
In this paper we investigate the pathwise robustness of SDEs of the form 
f 
X,(s) = s + 
i 
’ h(X,(x)) ds + dX,Ax))dYs. (1) 
0 1 .n 
This kind of SDE occurs naturally in applications (mathematical finance and nonlin- 
ear filtering theory to mention but two examples) and from a modelling point of view 
it is, of course, of interest to have results on robustness ~ with respect to changes in the 
coefficients ~ of such an equation. 
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In this paper we prove that if g E C5, the solution of (1) and the solution of (1) with 
b replaced by p have paths which for almost every co satisfy 
SUP II X!h w) - XiYx, 4 II d A&, (0, b) SUP II B(x) - b(x) II 
tt[O, T(x, w)] xtRd 
for all Lipschitz continuous p with I/ p(x) I/ < H + K 11 x 11 for some positive numbers 
H and K. Here T(x, o) > 0 and A(x, o, 6) < x. T and A, of course, depend on H and 
K. This is Theorem 2.8. In Theorem 2.9 we show that by further assuming the j’s be of 
suitable sublinear growth, the result above holds for any (nonrandom) T > 0. Fur- 
thermore, we prove that we cannot interchange the role of b and 6. 
Proving that pathwise continuity does not hold for u is done in section 3 by proving 
that there is no version of 
J 
f 
P E C(C@ ~1) ++ p(s)dW,. 
0 
that is pathwise continuous. This last fact is not very surprising. So the lack of 
continuity with respect to 0 is in some sense to be expected. Then however it is 
remarkable that continuity with respect to b holds. 
In Section 4, it is shown that in some special cases it is possible to get positive 
continuity results with respect to the diffusion term. This however requires that we 
restrict the class of allowed diffusion coefficients. For commuting vector fields there is 
actually Lipschitz continuity with respect to the coefficients. For various kinds of 
nilpotent of step p Lie algebraic conditions, it is possible to show continuity with 
respect to norms on the coefficient space that ‘measures’ a certain number of the 
differentials as well as the function itself. 
This qualitative and decisive difference of continuity with respect to the drift 
coefficient and discontinuity with respect to the diffusion coefficient should be viewed 
in contrast with the results that have been proved when the intrinsically infinite- 
dimensional robustness problem is replaced by finite-dimensional problems by intro- 
ducing a finite-dimensional parameter in the coefficients. The finite-dimensional 
problem has been treated in different settings by Bally (1989) Blagovescenskii and 
Freidlin (1961) and Metivier (1982). 
In Blagovescenskii and Freidlin (1961) and Metivier (1982), pathwise continuity 
with respect to the parameter is shown under certain regularity conditions by proving 
Holder continuity in LP-sense for a p > 0 and with a sufficiently large exponent, and 
then applying the Kolmogorov-Cencov theorem. Of course, this approach does not 
apply in the infinite-dimensional setting. Furthermore, for this approach one has to 
impose more regularity on the coefficients -with respect to the parameter - than the 
regularity of the solution ~ with respect to the parameter ~ one can then prove. 
Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 show that for fixed diffusion coefficient, there is as strong 
continuity ~ with respect to the parameter - of the solution as of the drift coefficient. 
We show the continuity with respect to the drift term b by using the well-known 
result of decomposing the solution of an SDE into X,(x) = [, 0 qt(x) where i,(x) solves 
a Stratonovich SDE only depending on r~, and Q(X) is pathwise defined as a solution 
of an ODE. This result is Lemma 2.6. Other versions of this can be found as 
Proposition 4.2 in Kunita (1981) or Theorem 11.1.1 in Ocone and Pardoux (1989). 
However, Kunita considers coefficients which are of class C’. Of course. Kunita‘j 
set-up is in other aspects fdr more general than ours. Similarly. Ocone and Pardou* 
consider a very general class of SDEs where anticipative drift is allowed. In theit 
Theorem I I. 1.1, in order to ensure that the solution of the crucial ODE (our Eq. ( 1 I ) I 
does not explode, sublinear growth of the drift term is assumed. We have cited thi:; 
result of nonexplosion in Lemma 2.6 which as explained above does not differ much 
from the versions in Kunita (1981) and Ocone and Pardoux (1989) and it is certainI;, 
easy to get Lemma 2.6 from the results of Blagovcscenskii and Freidlin ( 196 I ), Kunita 
( 198 I ). Kunita (1984) and Stroock ( 1982). We have included the proof for convcnicncc 
of the reader and in order to have as few assumptions as possible on the coeficients ill 
Theorem 2.8. 
The difiercnt results in Section 4 on continuity with respect to the diffusion 
coeflicicnt are shown by using the results of Doss (1977) and Yamato (1979) of \\,riting 
the solution of an SDE as a function of certain iterated integrals. In the cast of 
nilpotent of step 17 Lie algebras generated by the coefficients of the SDE. Yamato 
(1979) has shown that ;,(s, (1)) from the decomposition above is actually a function ot 
($1 only through the iterated integrals of Ml (defined in Eq. (52)) of orders up to 11. In the 
cases p = I. 2, 3 where we have a set of explicit PDEs for the depcndcnce on tht: 
itcrated integrals, we are able to show continuity with respect to the sup-norm of tht: 
cocficients and their first p - 1 derivatives. 
In Knudsen (1996). the Frechet diflerentiability in mean square hensc of the 
mapping of (h, 0) to the process given by (1) has been shown. As mentioned above. 
Blagovescenskii and Freidlin (196 I ) consider the finite-dimensional case and ot he 1 
finite-dimensional robustness problems for SDEs appear in Bally (1989). Emery (1979) 
and Mktivier ( 19X2). 
2. Continuity with respect to the drift coefficient 
From Lemma 2.11. in Stroock (19X2) and Proposition 1.1. in Kunita (19X I ) we ha\e: 
tr(s) = s + h(,“,(s)) ds + G(<,(x)) d W’,. (2) 
In the next lemma, the Cl-property is from Proposition 2.1 in Kunita (19X I ) 01 
Theorem 3 in Blagovescenskii and Freidlin (1961), and the SDE for the differential is 
from Proposition 2.1, in Kunita (1981). The fact that the mapping is a diffeomorphism 
comes from Theorem 2.3 in Kunita (1981). 
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Lemma 2.2. If b, CJ are of class C2 with bounded 1st and 2nd derivatives, there is a null 
set N such that for every t E [0, m[ and every w E NC, the mapping x H Qx, o) is 
a C’-difleomorphism and the differential D&(x) satisjes 
D&(x) = I + 
(5,(x))DSs(x)dWB. (3) 
Here o4 is the qth column of CJ and for any differentiable function f: [Wd + [Wd, 
Df = { Zf/dx) is the d x d-matrix with ?fi/ a’xj in the ith row andjth column. 
Notationally, it should be noted that capital D’s will denote differentials with 
respect to x whereas lower-case d’s are for time differentials in It&stochastic-calculus 
sense. Finally, od is a Stratonovich differential. 
From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we get the following well-known result. 
Lemma 2.3. Assume b, a E Ck+ ‘, k = 1, 2, . have bounded diflerentials of orders 
1, . , k + 1. Then the continuous randomfield (t, x) H tt(x) is a Ck-difleomorphism with 
respect to x for every t (and almost every o) and (t, x) w D”~,(x) is continuous a.e.,for all 
m = 1, ,k. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.2 we see that (&(x), DC,(x)) satisfies an SDE like the one in 
Lemma 2.1. Hence, (t, x) H (tt(x), D<,(x)) is a continuous random field. 
Now if k > 2, the SDE for (&(x), D<,(x)) is of a form such that Lemma 2.2 can be 
applied. So (it(x), D<,(x)) is C’ and (&(x), 04,(x), D”<,(x)) satisfies an SDE involving 
{db/ax}, (c?2b/dx2}, {c?o,/dx}, and {d20,/ax2), which is of the same form as the one in 
Lemma 2.1. Hence, it is a continuous random field. 
These arguments can be applied successively to show that tt(x) is Ck and that 
(t, x) H D”&(x) is continuous. Then since Et(x) is a diffeomorphism, from the theorem 
of inverse functions we conclude that tt(x) is indeed a Ck diffeomorphism. 0 
It is, of course, well known that if IS E C2 is bounded along with its 1st and 2nd 
derivatives, the It6 SDE (2) is equivalent to the Stratonovich SDE 
d&(x) = “h(Ux))dr + ~(irAx))~dW, 
50(x) = x. 
(4) 
where 5: [Wd + lwd is given by 
“b,(X) = b,(x) - i i .i CT;(X) 2 (x) 
q-1 J-1 
(cf. Theorem, V 30.14. in Rogers and Williams, 1987 or Remark 5.2.22 in Karatzas and 
Shreve, 1991). 
Now from Lemma 2.3 we immediately get 
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Lemma 2.4. !f’h E CA+‘, CT E C k+ 2, k = I, 2, hw hounded deritxtirrs of’thcj ordt~r? 
1, . . k + 1 and 0, . , k + 2, respectiz-e/y, the r~~ndom~firld .wtkfjVn~g 
.i 
f 
<,(s) = z + @C,(x)) ds + 
0 J‘ 
* 
o(cl\(x)) dW, (61 
0 
is confinums \vith respect to (t, u). Furthrv-more, it is a Ck dl~~(~morplJi,snz \l,itlr rrspcct to 
x, and (t. s) ~--t D”‘<,(x) is continuous,for u/l m = I. . k. 
Note that Lemma 2.4 obviously means that there is a version of the random field 
which has the stated properties. 
From Theorem 1.8.3. in Kunita (1984) we have: 
Lemma 2.5. Let F,(x), t E [0, x[, .Y f: R” he a continuous randorn,fie/d ,chich satisfies 
(i) s H Ft(s) is C3 ,for ererjl t E [O, x[I. 
(ii) For ccery x E ET’, F,(x) is a srmimartingalr that srrti.sfic~.s 
F,(x) = F,,(x) + f 
s 
‘f’;(x) dY:, 
j=1 0 
rtherr Y ‘. . Y m are continuous .semimarfingales and,f”, , ,f’” are continuous random 
,fields such that s ~,fi(x) is C2 ,for j.xed t and ,f’/(r) is un adapted process jar ,firrd y. 
Then $‘X = (X’, . .X”) is a continuous semimartingale it holds that 
F,(X,) = F,,(X,,) 
+ f 
I 
‘f”:;(X,)c dY; + i ‘3 (X,) ‘dX:. (71 
j=1 0 i= 1 s 0 c:Y 
Now. we can prove: 
Lemma 2.6. Let G E C5 hatle hounded dericatices of’ orders 0, .5 wxl let E;(.\-) hc the 
c,ontinuou.s random field such that 
i 
I 
Y,(x) = s + o(Y,(x)), dW,. 
0 
Further a,ssume b : R* -+ Rd is such thut far a.e. (‘1. 
(s, z) H(DY,(c?)))-l(z)h(Y,~(z, WI) 
is continuous \cith respect to (s. z) and loc~ally Lipschit: \vith re,spect to 2. 
7’hen fiw erery .Y E R” and a.e. W. there is a T,((I)) > 0 and a continuous path 
t E [O, ?_,(W)[ H Z,(u, W) 
,sucl7 thrrt 
z,(s. IO) = .Y + 
i 
'(oll,(cu))-'(%,(.~,tu))h(Y,(Z,(s. to), t0))d.s. 
0 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(I I) 
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and the random field 
<t(x) = Yt(Zt(x)), (12) 
satisfies the Strutonovich SDE (6) on [0, z,[. 
Especially if b : Rd -+ R“ is Lipschitz continuous, the solution of (6) is given by (12) on 
CO, ?I. 
Lastly, if b : Rd -+ Rd is Lipschitz continuous and of sublinear growth (i.e. there are 
C, E > 0 such thut 11 b(x) /I < C(l + 11 x Ii’-“)) then the solution qf(6) is given by (12) on 
CO, ml. 
Proof. First assume b is Lipschitz continuous. The random field Y,(s) is a C3- 
diffeomorphism with respect to x and continuous with respect to (t, x) so 
C(t,x,o+(DY,(co))-‘(x)b(Y,(x,o)) 
is well defined and continuous with respect to (t, x). Furthermore, since 
II C(s, x, 0) - Cb, Y> 0) II d II (DYs(o))- ‘(~1 - (DYs(o))- ‘(y) II II U’sk 0)) II 
+ II(~W4-‘b/l IIW’sk (0)) - NYs(y> ~))/I > 
and since (DY,(o))-’ has a differential which is continuous with respect to (s, x), C is 
locally Lipschitz in x. 
So now we merely assume (9) is continuous with respect to (s, z) and locally 
Lipschitz in z. 
Then, of course, Eq. (11) has a unique solution 2,(x, W) defined on t E [0, T,(o)[ 
where z, is the explosion time. 
Let us define Z” by 
where 
T:(W) = infit; /I Z,(x, U) /I > n). 
T!J is a stopping time and z, = sup,, z!J and we shall now show that Y(Z:(x)) solves (6) 
on [0, z:[: 
According to Lemma 2.4, the random field (t, x) t) Y,(x) is continuous with respect 
to (t, x) and a C3-diffeomorphism with respect to x. Then c?:,(x) gg.( Yt(x)) is a random 
field, continuous with respect to (t, x), C3 with respect to x for all t and an adapted 
process for all x. Furthermore, of course, Z:(x) is for every x a continuous semimartin- 
gale. So by Lemma 2.5, we have 
Y*G(x)) = Yo(Zo(4) + s ’ 6,s(Z:(x)) 0 d W, 0 
+ 
s 
’ h(Y,(Z:(s))) I;., ,‘:; ds. 
0 
So Y(Z:‘(s)) solves (6) on [0, sz[. Letting II + x WC get a solution Y,(Z,(s)) on [O. T,[. 
which is, of course, a continuous random field on ( (t, s); .Y E R”. t E [O. T_, [ ) 
From Lemma 11.2.1 in Ocone and Pardoux (1989). we have for any T. ii > 0 
for some <,..,s E fip_, L,. Then it is easy to see that if h is of sublinear growth. the 
solution of (11) does not explode. In the proof of Theorem 2.9 is a proof of a stronger 
result, namely that there is a full set on which the solution of (11) does not explode fol 
any Lipschitz continuous h of sublinear growth. 0 
In order to prove the main results (Theorems 2.8 and 2.9) of this section, we need 
a uniform lower bound on the time to explosion. To get such a bound we restrict our 
attention to Lipschitz continuous drift coefficients. 
WedefineM:[O, r_[xRxQ+R b\, 
Proof. First the local Lipschitz continuity: 
IM(s, X, V>) - M(.s, !‘. o,)I 
= sup ~~(DY,(to))~‘(z)~/ - sup :q(DY,(C0,)~‘(~)I~ (141 
l Z’ *l*l I= $1) 
Assume 1~31 > 1x1 and that hil(s,~.~~) = ll(DY,(to))-‘(=,,)ll where j/-7ol < I!*j. Then 
M(.s, j‘. CO) = M(s, s. ta) if 11 z. 11 < 1.~1 and otherwise 
I M(s, x. w) - A4(s, !‘. to)1 
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Now, DYs(o)(x) is nonsingular with a differential that is continuous with respect to 
(s, x). Hence so is the inverse matrix and 
W) A sup II D((D Y&4- ‘k) II 
st[O. t1 
*lizlIt 
will do as a Lipschitz constant on [0, t] x I. 
Now let (s, y) be fixed. Then, of course, 
I Mb, y, WI - M@, x, 4 I d I~(& y, 4 - M(4 y, 4 I + I MO, Y, 4 - hilt& x, 4 I 
Assume M(s, y, o) = ~I(DY,(w))-‘(y,)I/ where Ily,Il < 1~1. Obviously, 
ll(DYt(~))-‘(~s)ll + IIPY,(~-‘(Y,)II = M@,Y> 4, t +s. 
So liminf,,,M(t, y, co) 3 M(s, y, 0). Now if lim sup,,,M(t, y, o) = M(s, y, o) + E for 
some E > 0, there is a sequence (t,J such that t, -+ s and 
M&l, y, 4 3 M(s, Y, 4 + 42. 
Now, of course, MO,,, Y, 4 = II (DYtn(4- ‘(Y,) II f or some y, with /I yn 11 d lyl. There is 
a subsequence (y,,) such that y,, -+ y. where /I y, II d lyl. By continuity of 
(t, x) ++(DY,(o))-l(x), we would then have II(DY,(co))-‘(yo) 11 3 M(s, y, U) + c/2. But 
this cannot hold so 
IM(s, .Y, 4 - Mb, Y> 011 + 0 
as t -+s. Hence for every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that IM(s, y, w) - M(t, y, o)l < E 
whenever It - sl < 6. But due to the Lipschitz continuity proved above, we have 
IM(t,y,o)-_(t,x,w)l~T(w)lx-yl for all t, x such that It--sl<fi and 
Ix - yl < 1. This obviously implies the claimed continuity. 0 
Due to Lemma 2.7, the equation 
~kx>~)=lxl+ ‘(H+Kly(s,x.w)l)M(.~,y(s,x,o),o)ds 
s 0 
(16) 
has a solution defined up to some explosion time K,(W) > 0. 
Now let L be the set of Lipschitz continuous b: Rd + Rd and for K, H > 0 let 
L(K, H) denote the set of fi E L which satisfy /( p(x) I/ d H + K 11 x 11. Obviously, it 
holds for every fl E L(K, H) that 
II Z!(x, WI II < Y(G x> w), t E co, K&4c, (17) 
where Zf(x, w) is the solution of 
Z!(X, 4 = x + 
i 
&‘Jo))-‘(Z%, 4)B(Y,(Z!(x, u), 4)ds. 
0 
Let [f(x) denote the continuous random field that satisfies 
f 
C!(x) = x + 
s 
’ B(t!(x))ds + 
s 
49%4, o dws. 
0 0 
Finally for b, p E L, I/ b - /I II A supxeRd /I b(x) - p(x) 11. 
Theorem 2.8. For K, H > 0, let b E L(K, H) and let (T E C” hat:e hounded dcrirwirrs c,f 
the orders 0. ,5. As ubove. K,(W) is thr explosion tirnc’jtir the solution qf(16). 
For any compuct set C C Rd. ~((0) 4 inf,-tc I_, > 0 Llllll foor Cl‘CJl’ 1
0 <: T(to) < K~((u) there is an A(w) < x such fh~t 
Proof. Obviously, 
(t, .X) E [(S. 2); = E Hd, SE [0, K,(C!J)[j +‘l;(t, X, (0) 
is continuous and further for every s E C there is an open set Nx(tu)~s and a ;,.,((IJ) > 0 
such that II? > ;l,((o) for all 4’ E N,(~II). Whence, of course. K~((J)) > 0. 
Obviously, we have 
Zf(.x. (11) - Z!(.x, cc)) = 
I 
’ ((DY,(to))- ’ (Z:(x. (1,)) b( Y,(Z:(s. (II), (!I)) 
0 
- (DY,(c,,))- ‘(Zf(x. to))j( Y,,(Zf’(.x. (!I), (II))) ds 
+ (DY,.(w))-~(Z:(.Y. ta))b(Y,(Zg(s. (9). w)) 
(DY,(Cf,))- ‘(Z:(\-. t!>))j( Y,(Zt(X, C!J). ('J)) 
+ (~Y&fJ))- '(Zf(.Y. (lJ))/j( Y,(zf(.Y, (!J). II))) 
(DY,(cJI))~ ‘(Z~(.K to))j( Y,(Zf(.u, (v). ~,)))d.s. t IS’) 
For every (0, because of (16) and (17). there is a compact ball II( c Rd such that 
Zf(.x. to), Zf’(x. 01) E D(w) for all t E [0, T(to)]. x E C. /j E L(K, H). There is thus 
a R(cf~) < x such that 
~~DY,(cv)(z:(.\. to))j /I + 11 (DY,(c0))_ l (ZP(.\-. (O))!. I/ < B(to) 1’ J’lI (XI) 
for all t E [0, r(to)], x E C, and the same inequality holds with h replaced by any 
/E L(K. H). 
Then, of course, if Kh is the Lipschitz constant of b 
11 b( Y,(Z:(x. (I,), w)) - h(Y,(Zf’(s, (II). UI)) /I < K,B(tu) (I Z;(x, (u) - Zf’(.x (f,) ‘. 
t E [O, T(rr>)], s E c. (71) 
And. obviously, 
11 (DY,,(co))-‘(Z$(.u, w))(h(Y,(ZY(s. 01). (0)) - p( Y,(Zf’(s. (!I). w))) II 
< B(tu) /I h - p II 
holds for all t E [0, T(tu)], x E C. 
(I!) 
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Finally, 
< I?(w) ..s;uPL, a, II(W(DyS(~~))- l)(z) II II .a% (0) - Z!k w) II, (23) 
, .‘. 
where I?(4 = K sup,,~,,),, G W) I/ YS(z, w) I/ + H < ‘K and the set S(s, x, (I), /I) is the 
line segment connecting 28(x, o) and Zf(x, (u). Of course, 
So there is an E(o) < m such that 
sup lIN(~ys(w))-‘K4 II G Em z~s(s,x,oI,~) 
for all s E [0, T(U)], .Y E C, b E L(K, H). 
Due to continuity, 
(24) 
sup 11 z:(x, Q) - Zfl(x, co) I/ < ‘x: 
ue[O.t] 
XEC 
and obviously the left-hand side increases as t increases. From (19))(24), we have for 
t < T(0) 
sup II zx~, 0) - Z&(X> WI II 
utro, t1
xtc 
&J-W) sup II Z:(x, 0) - Ztk 0) II + II h - B II 
SE[O,V] 
XSC 
+ I?(w)E(w) sup 11 Z:(x, co) - Zf(x, w) 1) dv. 
st[O.Vl ) XEC 
And now Gronwall’s lemma (Revuz and Yor, 1991) gives 
d B(w) T(u) II b - B II exp((K$‘(o) + RE(w)) T(o)). 
Finally, by Eq. (20), 
/I Yu(Z(x, 0)) - wmG w)) II d B(u) II zxx, 4 - -ax> (0) II 
for all u E [0, T(w)], x E C, /I E L(K, If). 
And now, of course, (18) follows immediately. 0 
(25) 
From Theorem 2.8 and Ocone and Pardoux (1989). we immediately get: 
Proof. From Lemma 2.6 we know that the explosion time T, = x a.e. and all we havl.: 
to show is that the explosion time for 
y(t, x. t(J) = IsI + 
I 
‘(H + Kl_y(s, N, to)l’- )M(s, y(.s. x. w), w) ds (28) 
0 
equals ‘Y- (cf. (16); Eq. (28) gives a uniform bound for the solutions of (11) when h is 
replaced by /I E L,(K, H)). 
From Lemma 11.2.1 in Ocone and Pardoux ( 1989), we have for any t. (5 > 0 the 
inequality 
sup /I (DY,(to))- ‘(x) 11 d &.a(m)(l + ‘1 x l12;i). 
b ‘.I 
(29) 
where <,,ii E Lp for all p 3 1. Then from (13), 
Mt.5, y. (0) < SUP 11 (,,a(W)( 1 + I Z/l “) /I < // <,.a((ll)(l + /!.12”) /I. 
/=,I *I)‘1 
So for any t, by choosing 6 < 1:/2 we conclude from (30) that the explosion time for the 
solution of (28) is greater than t. 0 
Because of the connection between It6 and Stratonovich SDEs ((4) and (5)), 
it is obvious that Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 have versions that apply to Itch SDE’s 
as well. 
3. Discontinuity with respect to the diffusion coefficient 
In order to show that the results from the previous section do not hold when 
we interchange the role of h and g. we shall consider the Iti, SDEs which arc of 
the form 
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where t E [0, 11, f: [0, l] + [w belongs to the set of Lipschitz continuous functions, 
and W is a one-dimensional Wiener process. Obviously, a more conventional way of 
writing this SDE would be 
X!(x) = x + 
I 
‘j(s)dW,, t E CO, 11, 
0 
(32) 
and we are going to show that there is no version of the random field {Xf; 
f~ C’( [0, 11)) that is continuous in the sense of Theorem 2.9. More precisely, we are 
going to show that there is only one candidate for a continuous random field, namely 
X{(x) = x +f(t) W, - 
s 
*f’(s) W,ds 
0 
(33) 
and that for every x, almost every o and every E > 0, 
CXf(x);.k C’(CO, 111, II fll G c> 
is unbounded for every t E 10, 11. 
We define a norm /I. IIv on C’ by 
llfll” = If( + Ilf’ll~ 
where II h II = SUP~~[O,~I ) b(t)( for b E Co. It is obvious that 11. I/” is indeed a norm on 
C’([O, 11) and by WeierstraD’ approximation theorem, the set of polynomials on 
[0, l] is dense with respect to this norm and then, of course, so is the set of 
polynomials on [0, l] with rational coefficients. 
Lemma 3.1. The random jield {Xs; f~ C’( [0, l])}, dejined by (33) is ulmost every- 
where a continuous map from (C’( [0, I]), II.ilv) to (C( [0, l]), I/. 11) and Xf solves (32). 
Conversely if{ Yf;fg C’( [0, 11) > is anotker continuous (with respect to 11. /I “) version of 
the random jield that solves the SDE (32) then 
P[Y’ = xf, Vf E C’([O, l])] = 1. 
Note that for everyf; Y* and X* are random fields indexed by t and x. We know 
from Lemma 2.1 that these random fields can be chosen to be continuous with respect 
to (t, x) a.e. In this paper we are always assuming that a continuous version has been 
chosen. That is, in stating that Y/ is a solution of (32) we are implicitly stating that Ys 
is a random field such that (t, x) H Yif(x, co) is continuous for almost every w and that 
(32) is satisfied if Xf is replaced by Yf. 
Proof. Let Q” be the set such that t H W,(o) is continuous. Then, of course, 
P[sZ’] = 1 and for everyfE C’([O, l]), Xs is well defined on Sz’. Obviously, we have 
IIXf - x91/ d sup Iwtllm -s@)l + sup IWtllf’@) -s’@)l tt[o, 11 ttro, 11 
d II w lI(lf@) - s@)l + 2llf’ - s’ll) 
<P+ lIwIlHf-Yllv~ 
And, of course, 11 W 11 < m on Go. This proves the continuity of X’. 
Now for every fixedfe C’([O, 11) by It6’s formula, Yf = X,“ a.e. and the second 
claim of lemma is that the null set on which Yf and Xf differ does not depend on f: But 
since (C’ ([O. l]), II.11 “) is separable, this follows from the continuity of Y” and X ‘. Cl 
We want to show discontinuity of the solution of (32) with respect 11.) 
f‘~ (C’( [O, 11). ll.lI ), and from the lemma above we see that we can restrict ourselves 
to proving that ,ftt X,’ defined in (33) is not continuous. since continuity with respect 
to ‘1 /I obviously implies continuity with respect to 11. 1,‘. 
Proof. We only have to prove that for any 2‘ E C( [0, l] ), any 0 < s < I < 1 and any 
I: > 0, there is a z E C’(R) which satisfies z(u) = z’(u) = 0, 14 E ]- z, s] u[/. -f~ [ and 
Iz(u)l < K. u E R’ such that 
But it is trivial that such a z exists. c 
Now almost every Brownian path is of unbounded variation on every interval so 
- 1: 
there is a set 0’ I Q0 such that P[Q’] = 1 and I H W,(m) is continuous and of 
unbounded variation on every interval for every (1) E Q’. 
Theorem 3.3. Let ,f~ C’([O, 11). For very x E R. f E 10, 11. (1) E R’, i: > 0. 
Proof. We can and shall assume thatf’:= 0 and x = 0. Now let (u E Q’. Then there 1s 
a sequence (0 < tz < .‘. < ‘4, < t),$, of partitions of [0, t] such that 
as y --f Y,. And now the assertion follows from Lemma 3.2. 0 
4. Examples of different kinds of continuity with respect to the diffusion coefficient 
There are different settings in which we actually do have some kind of continuity 
with respect to the diffusion coefficient. Not surprisingly this has to do with how the 
vector fields commute. In this section we give some examples of this. 
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We consider the Stratonovich SDE (6) throughout this section. For convenience we 
shall sometimes write (TV for b and W p for t. Now assuming b E C,‘, 0 E C,” (Ct denotes 
the set of Ck-functions which are bounded along with their first k derivatives) and all 
the vector fields commute (i.e. [ci, aj] = 0 for all 0 d i, j < r), from Doss (1977), Ikeda 
and Watanabe (1989) and Yamato (1979), we know that there is a C1.2s3-function 
u:RdxRxR’+Rdsuchthat 
s’,(x) = u(x, 4 w:, .f. > w:), 
where U, of course, satisfies 
(35) 
E tx, z, = ai(u(X, Z)), i = 0, . . ,r, 
I 
u(x, 0) = x. (36) 
Theorem 4.1. Let A be the set of (r + 1)-tuples (cJ~, , ur): Rid + Rdxcr+‘) of vector 
fields such that oO E C,’ and Oi E C,” for i = 1, . , r and such that [aj, ck] = 0 for 0 d j, 
k d r. 
Thenfor ezjery (b, G) E A and euery t, w there is a C,(o) (depending on (b, a)) such that 
sup I/ 5$bX0’(X, w) - @“‘(y, cc)) ll 
s<t 
~GWIlx-YII + IV-“bll + Ilo1 -64 + ... + II~r-6ll) 
for all (6, 6) E A. (Note the continuity is uniform in x), 
(37) 
Proof. Letting ~2 denote the solution of (36) with the 0’s replaced by 5’s (and writing 
OforOERkforanyk=l,...,r+l),wehave 
II a> z) - u”(Y> z) II 
= x-y+ 
II I 
z”(&4x: so, 0)) - “b(u”(y, so, O)))dso 
0 
+ 
s 
='hW,wJN - o"du"CwO,s,,W)ds, + ... 
0 
+ 
s 
zrb.(u(x,zo> . . ..~.-1,sI))--~(~(y,zo, . . ..zr-l.s,)))ds, . (38) 
0 
Especially for any 0 d k d r, 
IId& zo, “’ ,zk, 0) - u”(y, zO, ... >zk> o)I/ 
d II u(x, zo, . ,~k~l~~)-~(y,~O,~~~,zk-l,~)~~ +lzklilok-8k// 
~~"(x,zO,~~~,~k-l ,Sk,O)-~(y,Zo,...,Zk-1,Sk,O)l/dSk . 
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And so by Gronwall’s inequality, 
iiU(\-,Z~~, .Zk,O) - li(J,z,, ,Zk,O)l/ 
< (11 u(x.z,, ,Z&l. 0) ~ C(j’, Z,). .Tk_l. O)lI 
+lz,ll~o~-~klI)~exp(ll~~~lII=~I) (W 
and from (40) we see that to every compact set B c IV+‘. there is a K > 0 such that 
~ 11f.Y. :) - ti(J.. -_) 11 
~K(~I-u-~I~+~~h--K~I+/~ri,-~,~~+ ..’ +mla,-cT,.lI), :tB, 
.Y. j’ E 82“. (4’1) 
And (37) is immediate from (41). c] 
Now, assume b is just Lipschitz continuous, that oi E C,‘L for i = 1, . I’ and that 
[rrj, mk] = 0 for ,i, k = 1. . . I’. Then there is a u : R“ x R’ + R” which is Cr.” and such 
that 
. 
2 (s, Z) = a,(u(s, z)), i = 1. . 
I 
u(s, 0) = 9. 
Furthermore. from Hartman (19X2). 
of course. if the process P, satisfies 
r’ 
(42) 
D,u = (?uij?\-,) if, im, is nonsingular. Then. 
P,(.Y. (0) = X + ! (D,U(P,(_X. (9). Mi,‘((!J), . w:(C!J)))- ’ 0 
b(u(P,(s. co), W,~((C)), . t’f”:((fJ,)))d.s. (43) 
it holds that 
&(-\) = u(P,(.x,, w:, , w:) (44) 
(cf. Doss, 1977; Ikeda and Watanabe. 1989; Rogers and Williams, 19X7; Yamato, 
1979). Just like in Lemma 2.6, it is not obvious if Eq. (43) has a solution (for almo:;t 
every TV) that is defined for t E [0, mx[. But in this case, if Pt(\-, (!J) explodes at t = T,(C j) 
it is obvious that u(P,(x, co). W:((!o). . W F((~J)) will explode as well at I = T,(( J) 
(because of (42) and the boundedness of 0). But the solution of (6) does not explode 
and hence neither does u(Pr(s, w), W: ((,I), , We). However. we cannot concluclc 
that there is a full set on which the solutions of (43) do not explode for all Lipschi.[z 
continuous h and g E Ci commuting. 
Theorem 4.2. Let B be the set c$ (r + I)-tnples (h. CJ, , . CT,) : F!Y’ -+ R’ ^ ” _ ‘I of’ rrc~or 
$e/ds such that b is Lipschitz continuous and 0; E Ci ,fk~r i = 1. . I’ ad .suc~h lhtri 
[ai, ak] = 0 fir 1 <,i, k < I’. B(K, H) is the set cf (h. (T,, ,o,.) E B such thrlf 
llN~)lI < H + K llxll. 
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Thenfor (b, a) E B, x E Rd and almost euery w, there is a z(w) > 0 (depending on (b, a), 
x and K, H) such that for every E > 0, there is a 6(o) > 0 such that 
sup 11 <p"'(x, w) - @."'(y, o)II < & (45) 
te[o,r(o)l 
for all y E lRd, (8, 6) E B(K, H) with 
11~ - y II + I/b - 8 lI + i ( IIgi - GilI + ll Dai - Dci II ) d d(o). 
i=l 
(46) 
Proof. Let (5, 6r, . ,6,) E B(K, H). Letting u’ denote the solution of (42) with 0 re- 
placed by 8, we have 
g, (Y> z 
?- 
1, ~~~,zk,o)=~,(4’:z1, ... ,zk-l,") 
, I 
s 
Zk _ 
+ mk(qy,zl, . . . ,~k-l,~k;~))~~(y>z,, ... >Zk-l>Sk>O))dSk 
0 J 
and a similar equation for u of course. 
Using Gronwall’s inequality we see that for z E B1, x E B2, compacts, there are 
C > 0 and D > 0 such that 
II Dxdx, 4 - DAY> z) II 
<Cc(Ilx-Yll + Ilo1 -o”,ll + ..’ + IIcJr-a 
+ /I Do1 - DC1 /I + ... + /I Do, - Dr?ll) 
for all (6, G1, , gr) E B(K, H) with 
)lcr-6’li + IIDo--DZlI <D. 
Here, of course, 
(48) 
(49) 
/I CT - 6 II + II Do - D6 11 4 /I (~1 - 61 I/ + ... + 11 cr - CT:, II 
+ /I Do1 - DC?, 11 + ... + /I Do, - DC?,. 11. (50) 
So for almost every w, there are a z(w) > 0, a neighbourhood N(w) of (b, r~), and 
a neighbourhood M(o) of x such that for (“b,6) E B(K, H) in this neighbourhood and 
y E M(o), Eq. (43) and the Eq. (43) with x replaced by y, u replaced by u”, and 
b replaced by & both have a solution defined on [0, z(w)[. 
Hence for such (8, Z), such y and t E [0, z(w)[, from (41) 
II P”‘(X, w) - @.“‘(Y, ao) II = II u(P&, w), W&4) - W,(Y> ~1, W,(w)) II 
6 C&4( II Pt(x, 4 - E (Y> WI I/ + II CJ - 6 II 1. (51) 
So using (48) and (43), the theorem follows like Theorem 2.8. 0 
Note that by Theorem 4.2, for SDEs driven by just one Wiener process, the solution 
depends pathwise continuously on the initial condition and coefficients when the 
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norm on the diffusion coefficient includes both the sup-norm of the coefficient itself 
and the sup-norm of its differential. This should be compared with the example in the 
previous section where the discontinuity (with respect to only sup-norm on the 
diffusion coefficient) is shown using coefhcients for which the norm of the differential 
clearly diverges. 
For 17 E N, let ( W,)p denote the (1. + 1 )“-tuple for which the entries are 
‘i. 
i”i’ .r 
.\ 2 
dW’,: >dWf; ... dW;, i,, = 0. .I’. 
0 I 0 0 
We call ( W,)p the pth order iterated integral of W = (W ‘. , W “). 
(52) 
For r~ = ((T(). ,u,.)E C pf’ the solution of the equation . 
r 
f 
C,(s) = .Y + oo(LoC)) ds + i 
*, 
d&(x)) dW, (53) 
0 ,o 
can be written as a C’.3-function of the iterated integrals of the orders I. -11 if thz 
Lie algebra generated by (oO, . , a,.) is nilpotent in p steps. In other words. there is 
a function 11 = U(S. z):Rd x(R’+’ x ... x R(r+“p) + R“ that is C’ with respect to 
.y E Rd and C” with respect to z = (z,);,~, c pI (where the multi-index ‘1. has entries 
0, .I.) such that 
i,(S) = ll(.Y, w,. . . ,( W,)P) 
provided 
(53.) 
IC ~‘-c[IIr,.p,l.p,] ,... ],&+J =O, pr . . . . . &+, E i/‘(o,,, . . . . 0,.) 
(cf. Yamato. 1979). 
Now, of course. (54) holds if 
u(.‘i. 0) = s. (50) 
The summation is over all multi-indices x of lengths I up to p - 1 and with entries 
0. ,I’. We may rewrite (56) as 
F (_Y. Z) = ai(U(x, Z)) - CZz A,,,. i = 0. . I’ 
( z, 
iLl 
- = A,, 
il, 
I’X/ = 2, .p. 
u(s, 0) = s. (5’7) 
It is fairly easy to see that this set of partial differential equations can only satisfy the 
integrability conditions if 
[ [ [ [ Gi,. CJiL], gj,]. .]> (Tip ~ ,] = 0, ih = 0, . I (58) 
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Furthermore, we can show that for ik = 0, . , r, 
CC ... [[ail, oiz], gi,], ...I> CJ;,,](U(X,Z)) = AIT - A,: - (AIf - A,:), (59) 
k=3 
where 1: = (ik, i,, i2, . . . ,ik-t,ik+r, . . . ,i,) and J: is the permutation 1; with ir and 
i, interchanged. More generally, 
CC “’ CCail, oizl, oizl~ ... 1, ~i,I(U(X, Z)) 
= A,; - AJ; - i (AI; - A,;) + c z,(A,,,; - A,,J;) 
k=3 1x1 <p-n 
(60) 
(see Section 5 for a proof). 
Now we will show that for p = 2, 3, in the class of Cg” vector fields which generate 
p-step nilpotent Lie algebra’s, the solution of (53) depends continuously on the 
coefficients and their derivatives of orders 1, . . , p. Of course, Theorem 4.1 states this 
result for p = 1, and it is natural to ask if the result holds more generally. However, to 
show such a result, one has to determine the A,‘s explicitly. Unfortunately this is not 
straightforward in general. 
Lemma 4.3. Let CT = (c~,,, . . , a,) E C,” satisfy the condition 
CC~,il,81 =o, I?,i,B~~(~“>“~,G). 
Tken here is a C’.3-jiunction u : Rd x (W x R112(r- “) + Rd sucl~ that 
; (X, Z) = ~k(u(x, Z)) - ‘-f-l Zi[Oi, cJ,](U(X, Z)), k = 0, . ,I’, 
’ k i=l 
& (X, 2) = [cj, Ok](U(X, Z)), 0 d j < k < r, 
u(x, 0) = x. (61) 
Furthermore (recalling the convention W p = t) the solution of (53) is given by 
s 
I 
&(x) = 24 x, wp, . . . ) w:, W,“adW;, . . . , 
0 
s f f W,OqdW:, W:3dW,2 ,... 0 s 0 s 0 ‘W+dW: f ,..., s 0 (62) 
This lemma is well known and it can be found in Example 111.2.2 in Ikeda and 
Watanabe (1989). The proof is straightforward and is exactly like the proof following 
Lemma 4.4. 
Lemma 4.4. Let o = (go, . . . ,o,) E C,” suck that 
(63) 
Tht~n there is II C’~3$mtion 
+ 1!2Zh[[Ok. Gil, Gb](U(S, 3)) 1 
i-l r 
-&=;+, zk,L[c G/,3 Of]3 Gi](U(-Y, :)I 
- 11’2 i ,= +, Zi,l[1[Gj. CT!]. Oi](U(.Y. II)), i = O. ... .I’, (641 
,1;‘:- (X. Z) = [Oi, G,j](U(X, Z)) 
‘(I. I) 
i-l 
Odi<j<r. 
if CI < h < c or 0 < c’ < h. 
c;U 
-I 
[[r~‘~, ah]. oc](u(x, z)) 
or N < h = C’. 
?- -o.h.c 
+[,$z, OhI, O,l if u=c<h. 
Fuvthermme, the solution of (53) is giwn hi 
5 = (0, .r; uj(i,j)(O d i < i < I,; 
vj(a,h,I.)I(O~a<h<c~r) V(OdLI<C<hG1.) 
V(O~a<b=~~I)V(O~CI=(.<h~1.): 
(65) 
(661 
I 
f 
w (c1.h) = 
I 
w; dWS, wy.0 =~ w:l dwt ‘dw:,. 
0 
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Proof. Since the right-hand sides of the Eq. (64))(66) are all C,’ for z in a compact set, 
proving existence of u is just a matter of verifying the integrability condition by cross 
differentiations of (64))(66). 
Eq. (67) is easily obtained by applying Ito’s formula on u and using (64)-(66). In 
Section 6 it is shown how the Eq. (64)-(66) can be found from (60). lJ 
Now from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, we get the following two theorems. 
Theorem 4.5. Let C be the set of (r + 1)-tuples (ao, . , a,): Rd --f Rdx(r+l) of uector 
jields which are C,” and suck that 
CC% il, PI = 0, vfl, c-9 P E ~(GYJ, .‘. ,gr). (68) 
Then for every c E C and every t, co there is a D,(w) (depending on (T) suck that 
sup II 5,“b. ~1 - i”%(y> u) II d Q(Mlx - Y I + II 00 - 60 II 
s<t 
+ ... + l)0~-6~ll + l/Dcr,-DGOI) + ... + IIDo,-D6:,II) 
for all 6 E C. 
(69) 
Theorem 4.6. Let D be the set of(r + l)-tuples (go, . . , a,) : Rd + Rdxcrf ‘) which are Ct 
and suck that 
CC[% il, 1?1, 01 = 0, v’ul, i, B, 0 E .=qoo, .” ,G). (70) 
Then for every o E D and every t, o there is an E,(o) (depending on a) suck that 
sup II 550(X> Q) - C(Y, 4 II 
s 2s I
dE,kNx-YI+ Ilao-5011 + ... + lIor - C,lI + )I Do,, - DG,, 1) 
+ ... + 11 Do, - Dr?:, )I + // D2a0 - D26,, 11 + ... + 11 D%, - D26,. 11) (71) 
for all 3 E D. 
The proofs of these two theorems are of course exactly like the proof of Theorem 
4.1. Furthermore, of course we can get results like Theorem 4.2 for SDEs for which 
only the diffusion coefficients satisfy the Lie algebraic conditions (68) and (70). More 
precisely, in the class of SDEs for which the Lie algebra generated by the diffusion 
coefficients 0i, . . , gr is nilpotent in 2 (or 3) steps, the result of Theorem 4.2 holds if 
only the second (and third) derivative of cr - I? is included on the left-hand side of (46). 
5. Proof of (58)-(60) 
In this section we show that a necessary condition for (57) to possess solutions is 
that (58) is satisfied and that (59) and (60) will then necessarily hold: 
Proof. If u solves (57) then 
d% a% 
az,azD Yii&dz, (72) 
For 3 = i. /i = k. i, k = 0, . . , I’, we get 
= D~k(U) pi - C 
i 
z,A,,; CA, I - A,,I, ~ C 11 ~ 
1x1 ap- I J ‘,‘?I 2; 
Now (72) also gives 
?A 
and plugging (74) into (73) we get 
i&k 
+ &i,k + 7 + 
C,i 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
where we have employed the convention. A:. = 0 if I;‘1 > p. 
Hence. 
[ok, Oi](U(.Y. Z)) = Ah,i(X, Z) - Ai,k(S. Z) 
+ 1 Zr(Az.k.i(X. 3) - A,,.,(\-. 2)) (761 
III <p-2 
and this of course. is (60) for n = 2. 
So now assume (60) holds for some n. Differentiating with respect to zi,, , and usin!g 
(72). we get 
= Do,,,_,(u)(A,; - &;) - 1 
IJ s-p-1 
~ (Al;,i,,., - A,,;.i,,_,) 
Dq,(u)(,$; - ,4J;) - c 2X 
lz<pml \ 
+ - 5 
1, c z,,; 
- (AI;.;,,,~ - A,;.i,,+,) + (Ai,,, I,~‘; - Ai,,, ,.J;) 
+ 
= i 
Za Doi,,+,(u)(Az.,; ~- A~,J,;) 
J cp-” 
(77) 
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By the induction hypothesis (60), the right-hand side equals 
Dai,+l(U)CC ... CCai,, gi,l, Oi,l, . ..I> Oi,l)(“) 
k=3 
AI; - A,; - i (A,; - AJ;) 
k=3 
+ ,/r, ;_ ZP(AtLr; - A,.J;) 
n > 
- c WL.r;+~ - &,,;+I) 
III <p-n- 1 
which, again by the induction hypothesis, equals 
n+l 
- &;+I - AJ;+l - ,z3 (Ar;+l - AJ;+~) 
> 
- C zcD(CC ‘.. [Coil, ai21> oi,l, ... I, ci,,l)(U)Az,im_, 
la/ cp- 1 
So, if (60) holds, 
CC ... [Coil, ai21> 0i31, ... I, 0i,,+,l(“(X3 z)) 
n+l 
A~;+I(x, Z) - A,;+I(x, Z) - C (A,;+~(x, Z) - AJ;+l(x, z)) 
k=3 
+,,,<s -1 z,(Az.r;+1k z) - A,,~;+l(x, Z)). \ n 
(78) 
(79) 
(80) 
And this proves the assertions (58)-(60). 0 
6. Concluding remarks 
Actually (56) does not provide a necessary condition for a function LI to exist such 
that (54) is satisfied. The reason is that the iterated integrals of W do not constitute 
a set of independent variables since any pth-order iterated integral (with p > 1) is 
a function (a polynomial with rational coefficients even) of the other iterated integrals 
of orders < p. For instance, 
f f 
W)‘Wj’ E 
.i 
W: ‘dW:+ 
j 
Wp dW:’ 
0 0 
shows that with Zz = ( 1, .~.(l, 21, .(l, 1.). (2. 3), .(r - 1. v)). the set (I&‘“),_,, IS 
a basis for the set of iterated integrals of (W’):, , of orders ~2 in the sense that ev&) 
iterated integral of order ~2 is a unique polynomial of (W’1)7tE,. 
Similarly, the set of iterated integrals of orders ~3, 
( w7)1FE . E’ = (1,2. (1.2),(1,2. 1).(2. 1.2,;, 
is a basis for all iterated integrals of orders < 3 of (W i)i = 1, 2. And with E as defined in 
Lemma 4.4, it is true that ( Wx)ltI is a basis for the iterated integrals of orders < 3 of 
(WI);=,. 
In Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, the set of PDE:s for u are of the form (56). This is due to tho 
fact that both Zz and Z are closed under annihilation: If x = (x1. , z,,,) is a multi- 
index with 111 > 1 and if SC g((, . , r,,,_ , ) then 
and 
% E 32 =a xE31. (XI!) 
This property does not hold for the set of indices in Z’. and the C ‘. “-function li such 
that G(.y, ( WZ)zC_Es) solves (53) (such a 11 does of course exist), does not solve the set of 
PDEs (56). This is exactly due to the lack of the annihilation property for 3’. 
Now, of course. if r is a set of multi-indices and r’ c P is such that (W x)zG_, IS 
a basis for (W’),,, and if there is a C1.3-function II such that 
then there is another C’,3-function fi such that 
fi(.Y, (Wf),,, ,) = &(.x). 
These considerations actually gi\e an alternative proof of Lemma 4.4 (an alterna- 
tive to verifying the integrability conditions for (64) --(66) and subsequently verifying 
~ by It6’s formula ~~ that u(u. (W;),,,) actually solves (53)): 
From Yamato (1979) we know that if 0 = (cT~~, . ) c,) satisfies the assumptions of 
Lemma 4.4. there is a C’,3-function c such that 
&(.X) = t.(x, (W,)‘, (W,)‘, (W,)“). 
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Then since (Wa),Ed is a basis for the iterated integrals of orders <3 there is another 
C”3-function u such that (67) holds. And because Z is closed under annihilation, using 
It8’s formula it is easy to see that (67) only holds if (56) is satisfied with A, = 0 for a@. 
Hence Eqs. (59) and (60) must hold. These equations are easily solved and uniquely 
determine A,. Now plugging the AU’s thus found into (56) yields (64)-(66). Then of 
course, (64)-(66) must possess a solution and this solution must satisfy (67). 
Lastly, a few comments about the conjecture preceding Lemma 4.3, namely: In the 
class of Cf + ’ -vector fields which generate p-step nilpotent Lie algebras, does the 
solution of (53) depend continuously on the coefficients and their derivatives of the 
orders 1, . ,p?. The path, towards proving or disproving the conjecture, that seems 
the most promising in my eyes is: 
1. For p E N, determine if there is a set 8, of multi-indices CI with entries 1, . , r and 
lrl < p which is closed under annihilation (i.e. (ii, . . . , ik+ 1) E Zp *(iI, . . . , ik) E E”,) 
and such that (WoL)zEz-, is a basis for the iterated integrals of orders dp of 
(W’, . . . ) WI). 
2. If there is such a set Zp, solve Eq. (60) using the fact that A, = 0 if a@. 
In the cases p = 2, p = 3, step (2) goes smoothly and step (1) is not too difficult 
either. Generally of course, once step (1) has been made, step (2) - if relevant ~ is 
straightforward if tedious. 
Step (1) can actually by viewed as a purely algebraic question: In Gaines (1994), it is 
shown that ordinary multiplication of iterated Stratonovich integrals is a shuffle 
product. Then using the fact that the set of Lyndon words constitutes a basis for the 
set of words, she gets a basis for the iterated Stratonovich integrals, namely (Wa),eL 
where L is the set of Lyndon words over the alphabet A = [ 1, . . , r). At this point one 
should recall that a E A is called a letter and that the set of words is 
A” = (q, . ,Uk, k E ~, Ui E A)U{e}, 
where e is the empty word. The words zj and u are conjugated if there are words 
wl, w2 E A* such that v = w,wz and u = wzwl (of course, w, w2 is the word given by 
concatenation of wi and w2, i.e. w1w2 = a, . . . akbl . . b, if wi = ai . . uk and 
w2=bl . . . b,). Ordering the words lexicographically, the Lyndon words are the 
words w such that either w E A or w belongs to a conjugation class with more than one 
member and w is the minimal member of the class. For example, for any k = 1, . , r, 
k is a Lyndon word and kl is a Lyndon word if and only if 1 ,< k < 1 d P. 
Obviously, the Lyndon words do not satisfy the annihilation condition (( 1, 1,2) E L 
but (1, l)$L for instance). So the set L does not yield a basis with the property we need 
in step (1). However, we get the following algebraic version of step (1) 
(1’): For the alphabet A = { 1, . . , r], determine whether there is a set S, & A*, closed 
under annihilation, such that every word w E A* with 1 < (WI < p can be written 
uniquely as a (shuffle product-) polynomial with rational coefficients in the mono- 
mials 1 E S,. 
Of course another approach to the conjecture would be to stick to Lyndon words. 
With such a basis, (57) would no longer have to hold but we can determine a set of 
PDEs from (57) by setting A, = 0 if a$L and z, = P( {z,,},J if x = P( (w},,J (where 
P is a polynomial and shuffle product in the latter equation is replaced by ordinary, 
multiplication in the former). For any specific p E N this is definitely feasible but, on 
the face of it. it does not seem to be the right way to get a general result. 
Shuffle algebras and Lyndon words are described in more detail in Gaines (1994). 
Lothaire (1983). Melancon (1992), Melancon and Reutenauer (1989). and Reutenaue t 
( 1985). 
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